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INTRODUCTION
With the digital revolution in India,
there
have
been
numerous
technological advancements in the
agriculture domain. Tech-savvies have
taken up the responsibility to reform
the most neglected field by providing
our farmers with the most viable
solutions. Geospatial technology is an
evolving
field
that
includes
Geographic Information System (GIS),
Remote sensing (RS), and Global
positioning system (GPS). Geospatial
technology is the need of the hour to
ensure exponential growth in the
agriculture domain.
Farmonaut’s Satellite Based Crop
Health Monitoring System is built to
put satellite technology in the hands
of each and every farmer in the most
economical way. Farmonaut’s main
objective is to break the cost barrier
and help democratize remote sensing
in the farming community by
providing an on-the-go always ready
platform for field monitoring through
satellites. The system is accessible
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through our web, android as well as
iOS apps.

To sum it up shortly, we majorly
provides satellite based crop health
monitoring services as well as field
mapping services to farmers and
business partners through our own
platforms, API and website linking
options, wherein, farmers/business
partners can select fields on the
Farmonaut platform (android, iOS or
web app) and identify the regions of
the fields at which the crop growth is
not normal. This is done through
satellite data. They can also integrate
their existing platforms with our API to
provide our satellite data to their
existing user base. A Farmer can apply
fertilizers, chemicals, insecticides,
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pesticides, plant growth regulators
etc. only in those areas where the crop
growth is not normal. Apart from this,
farmers also receive vegetation water
stress, evapotranspiration and soil
organic carbon data as well every 3-5
days through satellites on top of the
weather forecast data from the
nearest weather station. We also have
the
capabilities
to
provide
uninterrupted crop health satellite
data even during cloudy weather
through synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) sensors.
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Farmonaut has made geotagging
farmer fields more streamlined and a
faster process. Our interconnected
app ecosystem facilitates our clients
to map fields through our android app
and monitor, manage, and access data
of the mapped fields through our
robust and advanced web-app. This
interoperability is a game-changer for
organizations that find it difficult to
map and manage fields at a faster
pace. On top of this field mapping, our
advanced app ecosystem will provide
the latest and continuous satellite
data of all the mapped fields to the
users to help them take farm-level
actions well in advance.
FARMONAUT.COM
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Importance of Remote
Sensing in Agriculture
(Precision Farming)
The entire agriculture industry has
reformed with the incorporation of
geospatial technology and the ability
of systems converting data into useful
information to increase the yield.

Decades of research has proven that
remote sensing can improve a
farmer’s productivity tremendously.
By observing field changes through
specialized sensors from space can
reveal field information that is not
perceivable through human eye and
can help them take preventive actions
and manage field related jobs in a
much easier way. The easiest way to
understand precision agriculture is to
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think of it as everything that makes
the practice of farming more accurate
and more defined when it comes to
the growing of crops. One of the key
components of this farm management
approach is the use of information
technology and a wide array of items
such as GPS guidance, sensors,
variable rate technology, GPS-based
soil sampling and most importantly a
software component to help unify all
these components.

It can help us determine everything
from what factors may be stressing a
crop at a specific point to estimating
the amount of moisture in the soil.
This kind of data enriches decisionmaking on the farm.
Farmonaut is not only using geospatial
technology to give a detailed analysis
of fields but also helping farmers to
cut down on the investment required
for healthy crop yield. An Indian
FARMONAUT.COM

farmer, on an average, spends
between Rs. 41500 (550 USD) to Rs.
332000 (4300 USD) annually on each
hectare of arable land. By using highly
processed remote sensing results on
Farmonaut, a farmer can save
approximately 30% of the expense on
chemicals, insecticides, pesticides,
plant growth regulators, etc.

Data to Information
Some of the concepts most commonly
used for the high-level analysis by

Farmonaut are NDVI, NDRE, EVI, SAVI,
VARI, SOC, Evapotranspiration and
NDWI.
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Using the analysis of satellite data
provided by Farmonaut in the form of
comprehensible information, farmers
can 1.
Reduce
Chemical/Fertilizer
consumption by applying it only at the
locations where crop health is not
good.
2. Reduce Labour costs by directing
the labors only in those field areas
where crop health is critical.
3. Reduce irrigation water wastage by
applying proper irrigation only in
those locations where plant water
stress is low.
4. Increase the overall yield.
5.
Maintain
good
nutrient
composition post-harvest by getting
the soil testing done on the locations
where Farmonaut’s SOC model has
identified the level of soil organic
carbon to below.
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It can not only reduce and end the use
of chemicals on the field but also
increase the overall crop yield. It
further prevents the deterioration of
soil nutrient composition which might
happen due to the prolonged usage of
chemicals on the land.

informative content (posts, videos,
articles, images etc.), their farming
related queries on the discussion

Apart from the indices, Farmonaut
also provides true color RGB images of
the field.
Let’s go deep down into how
Farmonaut is helping various
stakeholders in the farming sector.

forum and get answers to their
problems from the community itself.
With its enriching features it is getting
adapted as one of the most reliable
farmer community networks to share
problems and receive solutions from.

Farmers’ Social Network
Farmonaut’s android app hosts
15,000 + progressive farmers on its
discussion forum. Farmers can share
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Farmonaut For Individual
Farmers
Farmonaut enables farmers to
monitor their fields remotely through
satellites by providing them with a
detailed analysis of crop health,
vegetation
water
stress,
evapotranspiration, and soil organic
carbon content.
Farmonaut is addressing one of the
biggest challenges in the Indian
agricultural
ecosystem.
Remote
sensing is a widely used technology to
monitor fields across the world, but in
India, it couldn't be as popular due to
the cost attached to it. Farmonaut has
come up with the most cost-effective
solution to the issue by helping
farmers to identify crop-related issues
without compromising on the quality
and the depth of the data. Now even
for a small farmer (field area less than
5 acre), the cost of 1 month of satellite
monitoring is less than what 1 bottle
of fertilizer/chemical costs.
Available in 50+ languages, it is
extending features like a social
network of more than 15000 farmers,
voice
text-based
plant
issue
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identification,
and
Government
approved farming database as well.
Case#1: The cotton farm displayed
below belongs to one of our Israel
based agricultural consultant. This
farmland is spread across an area of
approximately 15 hectares. The image
displayed below is of NDVI index.

As it is visible from the image, the field
is mature and ready for defoliation.
Defoliation at the right time helps
farmers in maximizing their yield.
Case#2: The field displayed in the
image below is of NDRE (Normalized
Difference Red Edge) used for crop
assessment in the stage of later
growth from one of Farmonaut’s
FARMONAUT.COM

exclusive farming hubs situated in
Saharsa, Bihar. The colormap shows
good conditions in the majority of the
field. According to the information
accessed in the image, the crop would
be ready for harvesting in the coming
weeks. After harvesting, Soil organic
carbon (SOC) content of the bare land
is captured to identify locations where
SOC content might have gone down.
Once locations with low SOC content
are identified, a priority soil testing
can be done to prepare the field
further.

captured by the satellite. NDVI index is
not ideal for the crops in their later
stage of growth because in grasses,
cereal crops, permanent crops and in
certain row crops which are in their
later growth stages, chlorophyll
content reaches a point at which NDVI
reaches a maximum value of 1.0 and
hence saturates. Hence, any crop
health issue is hard to detect with
NDVI until any such problem becomes
strong enough to reduce the NDVI

Case#3: The field image attached is of
the farmer Paulo o (Ponta Pora - State
of Mato Grosso do Sul, 79900-000,

value below 1.0. This may happen at a
point at which damage has already
occurred. By substituting NDVI’s red
band with NDRE’s red edge band we
can mitigate this issue of saturation
discussed above. So, in conclusion, if
the crops of observation are
permanent or dense, you should use
NDRE right away.

Brazil), (Field Area: 47 Hectares). The
image displayed on the map is NDRE
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Case#4: These are a few fields added
to Farmonaut for satellite monitoring
by one of the users from Argentina.
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Both of these fields (96 Ha and 27 Ha)
have maize and are in the early stage

of

growth.

information, farmers can maximize
their yield in the most effective way.
Case#5: The field image attached is of
the
farmer
Tafuma
Fundira
(Masvingo, Zimbabwe), (Field Area: 2
Hectares). The image displayed on the
map is ETCI (Enhanced True Color
Image) on the left and VARI (Visible
Atmospherically Resistant Index)
image on the right.

In the posted image, as we can see,
the ETCI image seems to be distorted
due to haze and clouds. In such cases
vegetation indices like NDVI will not
give correct observations. Thus, VARI
is used in such cases. As we can see
through the VARI image, a majority of

The images are of the EVI index. This is
a side-by-side comparison of crop
growth. The data reveals that the crop
is growing fine at the majority of the
locations. At some locations wherever
the EVI index is low, a field visit should
be conducted on priority. Cropping
needs to be performed again in case
the crop has failed to grow at those
locations. By having this piece of
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the field is growing pretty well, with
some barren regions shown in red.
Case#6: The field image attached is of
the farmer Gullapalli Sujatha
(Viswamatha farms, Andhra Pradesh,
one of the pioneers in Natural Farming
in India), (Field Area: 26 Hectares). The
image displayed on the map is NDWI
(Normalized Difference Water Index)
captured by the satellite.
In the posted image, as we can see,
the top portion of the field shows
pretty good water stress in the
vegetation, whereas the remaining
field is in the yellowish or red region.
This indicates that the farmer needs to
pay attention to irrigation in these
highlighted regions. To cross-verify
these results farmers can simply open
GPS on their smartphones and can
navigate through the field using this
image.

groundnut, vegetables, and fruits in
26 ha land. Viswamatha Farms has
been using Farmonaut’s SatelliteBased Crop Health Monitoring System
since September 2019.

Below are a few examples of the same
over the last one year of Farmonaut’s
working with Viswamatha Farms.

Viswamatha
Farms
(https://viswamathafarms.com/) are
one of the popular names when it
comes to natural farming. They had
received SAKSHI EXCELLENCE AWARD
in FARMING in 2017 for their
contributions to natural farming. They
majorly cultivate pulses, spices,
FARMONAUT NEWSLETTER APRIL 2021
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The cultivation of the turmeric crop
over an area of 1 acre recorded a
return of 300 % in the last season.

Due to natural farming and PA
(precision agriculture) tools, the crop
is healthy with no diseases.
Viswanatha Farms is one of the most
progressive natural farms in South
India. The owners of the Farm
proactively participate in almost every
farm-related activities starting from
tilling, sowing, harvesting, animal
care, farm maintenance, and many
more.
Several Other progressive farms such
as Rahua Farm, Mill services, Organic
Foods Market, Vaividhya Farms, Agro
Drone (Israel) are using the satellite
data provided by Farmonaut.
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Farmonaut For Businesses
Because of its diverse capability to not
only being able to serve individual
farmers, but also large corporates,
Farmonaut has proven its metal in
both directly helping any individual
farmer to assisting businesses who
cater to thousands of farmers.
Let’s discuss a few of such initiatives:

Godrej Agrovet

Through
Farmonaut’s
field
mapping/geotagging platform, Godrej
Agrovet is collecting field boundary
coordinates of each and every farmer
in their serviceable districts.
With the field boundary coordinates
they are also collecting various farmer
details (Farmer name, Phone Number,
Plantation Grown by the farmer etc.)
Once this data is captured for each of
the farmer, several other details will
also be captured throughout the year
for every farmer.

Godrej Agrovet is one of the most
prominent players in the agricultural
sector in India. With hundreds and
thousands of farmers already served
by them, their services create a big
positive impact for a lot of farmers. To
maintain such a large clientele is a big
task. For the same Farmonaut is
helping out Godrej Agrovet.
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This data includes:
a. Farm Inputs (Seeds, Fertilizers,
Plant Growth Regulators etc.)
given by the farmer, the day on
which it was given and for what
purpose it was given.
b. Disease/Pest infestation attack
if occurred, it’s name, the date
of the infestation and the total
field area which got damaged
by the infestation.
c. Grading
various
farming
practices of every farmer so
that they can be categorized
into basic/advanced farmers.
This categorization will help
Godrej Agrovet to decide the
extent of care any farmer will
need.
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On top of all this, all the farmers are
protected
through
Farmonaut’s
Satellite
Based
Crop
Health
Monitoring System for identifying
potential decline in crop performance,
water stress etc. The geospatial
protection provided by Farmonaut

will help Godrej Agrovet to channel
their ground team to the farmers
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which need
attention.

personal

immediate

HPMI
(Horticulture
Produce
Management Institute) and CDAC
(Center of Development of Advanced
Computing)

Farmonaut® will be developing ICT
enabled digital value chain of TOP
(Tomato, Onion, Potato) crops by
mapping them using remote sensing
applications and digitizing it’s entire
value chain by using AI and BlockChain
Technologies in association with
Horticulture Produce Management
Institute (HPMI) Horticulture Produce
Management Institute - HPMI , CDAC
Centre for Development of Advanced
Computing : C-DAC, and UP State
Horticulture Marketing Federation,
Government of Uttar Pradesh.
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The combined effort of all the
involved organizations will work on
bringing the best of the latest
technologies
for
the
farming
community through this project.

Kheti-X

Kheti-X started with a vision to bring a
technological platform through which
farmers in the necessity of farm
machinery and farm input can connect
and get mechanical support hasslefree and with ease without any
middle-men involved in the process.
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Every year thousands of tonnes of the
crop get destroyed because of using
the machine in an incorrect manner
and farmers do not realize this most
often.

Benefits of using Kheti-X Services:
* Farmers don't have to contact
multiple vendors.
* Select their desired machinery with
a small token amount.

Many times, farmers in need of a
machine do not know which closest
service vendor provides the desired
machine and at what price.
Kheti-X aims to cut down that barrier.
Kheti-X has made this entire process
streamlined and brought a platform
dedicated solely for farmers to get
their requirements fulfilled in time.

* A surveyor will visit their field to help
him/her out how to start or with other
measures.
* Kheti-X machine team will escort the
machine and get the job done.

.
Kheti-X is providing farm input
services, and farm machinery for
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rental to the farming community
currently located majorly in Bihar.

Kheti-X has already mapped 3000+
fields and fields are automatically
onboarded on the Farmonaut
Platform for constantly monitoring
change in various satellite indices. This
wheat season, the satellite data
provided by Farmonaut was used to
identify the farmers whose fields are
ready for harvest and machines were
sent to those farmers identified by
Farmonaut for harvesting their yield.
This hybrid approach, is helping
farmers maximize their yield by
harvesting their produce at the right
time as well as the highly advanced
machines.

Farmonaut Satellite
Weather Data API

&

Now Businesses can develop their
own custom agricultural remote
sensing
solutions
for
their
organizations based upon Farmonaut
Technologies. Simply make a few API
requests and our systems will
automatically generate all the satellite
data (NDVI, NDWI, EVI, VARI, SOC, TCI,
ETCI and HYBRID) as well as the
weather data for all the fields
submitted by the organization.
With Farmonaut Satellite & Weather
API, you get both satellite as well as
weather data from a single API itself
so you don’t need to worry about
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conducting integrations of different
APIs.
A few integrations already been
performed by several organizations,
the details of which will be announced
in the coming days.

Conclusion
Agriculture is one of the biggest and
most important markets in India. 21%
of the total Indian population that is,
approximately 200 million lives are
dependent on this occupation. To
ease the hardships of farmers and
enable them to withdraw the
maximum benefit out of this domain,
Farmonaut is all prepared to
experiment further with the different
aspects of Geospatial technology and
come up with better solutions for the
farming community.
With the upcoming advancements,
apps like Farmonaut are certainly
going to empower the farmers not just
in India but across the world.
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